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IDEAL OBSERVATION LEVEL ALGORITHM















NURSE ORDERED? STOP OBSERVATION LEVEL
AND D/C ORDER. PHYSICIAN ORDERED? CALL
PHYSICIAN TO D/C ORDER
NO
NO (unable or unwilling)
UNIT WILL COVER THE FIRST (4) HOURS
WITH THEIR OWN STAFF
Is family willing to partner?
YES
ICU ONLY
FOR PATIENTS ON OBSERVATION
LEVEL IN THE ICU, IT MAY ONLY
BE STAFFED BY THE ICU STAFF.
DO NOT ASK FOR FLOAT OR
ACCEPT POOL STAFF TO ASSIST.
PLEASE CAREFULLY EVALUATE
NEED FOR OBSERVATION LEVEL













• 1 HOUR TO CURTAIN
• 1 HOUR TO DOOR
• 1 HOUR OUTSIDE –
NOTE HOW MANY TIMES
PT. CHALLENGED BED
CHECK




• CONTINUOUSLY RETRIAL OFF UNTIL
SUCCESSFUL
• CALL SUPERVISOR FOR OBSERVATION
LEVEL STAFF HELP. ASK FOR LOWEST
COST HELP i.e. OT LAST RESORT
• FALL RISK? CONSIDER
• LOW RISE BED
• A BED CHECK
• A MOVE TO A HIGH TRAFFIC AREA
NURSE ORDERED? STOP OBSERVATION
LEVEL AND D/C ORDER. PHYSICIAN
ORDERED? CALL PHYSICIAN TO D/C ORDER
PATIENT TO BE PUT ON
TOILETING SCHEDULE WITH HOURLY
ROUNDS
Lehigh Valley Health Network, Allentown, Pennsylvania
Empowering Staff Nurses to Decrease Patient Observation Hours 
Significance and Background
Acute care healthcare settings incur significant costs associated with use of non-licensed assistive staff in a sitter capacity to continuously observe patients to keep them safe.
Outcomes
Although the use of sitters and constant observation (CO) are 
common in many settings, little research has been done in this 
area. Currently, there is no research to suggest the use of CO 
reduces the risk of patient harm related to their risk for falling 
or harming themselves (Harding, 2010). The literature on CO is 
limited and increasingly outdated, with little new research in the 
last 5 years. Constant observation is not an evidence-based 
practice, and there are no data to show that it is cost-effective 
(Rausch &  Bjorklund, 2010). As per the evidence, settings are 
encouraged to:
Goal
Reduce “observation hours” by partnering with families.
Family Partnering Brochure
6T Non-suicide 1:1 Observation Hours
(Tzeng, Yin & Grunawalt (2008), TorKelson & Dobal (1999).
Electronic Staff Education Program
“Partnering in Keeping Our Patients Safe”
Evidence
 •  Develop a sitter program model w/ policies & procedures that 
clearly identify responsibilities of staff & sitters.
 •  Provide clear instructions for sitters.
 •  Keep costs of sitters unit- based to encourage RN to find 
alternative measures.
 •  Approach families in partnering.
 •  Educate staff on alternatives.
 •  Use psychiatric consults for behavior management.













(October 2007 – December 2009)
Post-Implementation of
Family Presence






























(June 2011 – October 2011)
Post-Implementation of
Family Presence






















FAMILY PARTNERED OBSERVATION LEVEL ALGORITHM
FOR MED/SURG AND ICU
Page 2 addendum to:
IDEAL OBSERVATION LEVEL ALGORITHM
FOR MED/SURG AND ICU
YES
CRITERIA FOR USING THIS
ALGORITHM
• Patient has an existing order for observation
level.
• Patient fulfills need to have observation level
monitoring.
• Patient’s family is willing to partner with
nursing staff to fulfill observation order.
Scripting: (Approach: sit, be engaged, maintain eye contact)
Hello Mr./Mrs.______:
My name is _________. I am the nursing director/nurse of ________. Our goal while your loved
one is a patient on our unit is to provide safe and compassionate care. Currently, they are
experiencing (list behaviors that warrant observation)__________. We are asking for your help
while they are here. There are many reasons why a person’s behavior changes when hospitalized;
disease process, acute illness, medication reactions, change of routine are just a few. Research
has shown that a familiar face decreases stress and anxiety which promotes a speedy recovery. I
have a brochure you can look at and we can then talk about our options.
Scheduling:
• Family and Nurse will develop coverage schedule.
• Nurse will ensure hourly rounding is taking place.
• Hospital staff will give family breaks for meal time.
• Ask family to notify unit at the earliest convenience if unable to be present.
Treatment Plan:
• Family and Nurse will assess needs of patient.
• For day shift/early evening hours: If patient requires diversionary activities, nurse may utilize
a volunteer. Volunteer will sit and talk w/patient, read, or play board games/games.
• Provide family with a list of outside agencies who provide 24 hour companion care to patients
while hospitalized.
7BP Non-suicide 1:1 Observation Hours
